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Importance of envelope airtightness

Types of airflows in building enclosures:

• Outdoor air flowing into a building
– Can dilute indoor contaminants (good)
– Can lead to excess energy use (bad)
– Can lead to moisture transport (good or bad)

• Two primary categories of air movement:
– Ventilation

• Usually intentional
– Infiltration/exfiltration

• Usually unintentional
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Focus for today



Infiltration and energy use

• Infiltration is estimated to account for 25-50% of heating 
loads in both residential and commercial buildings
– What factors does this depend on?

• Outdoor climate 
• Indoor climate
• Airtightness of building
• Driving forces
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Qinf = mCp Tin −Tout( )

m = Vleaksρair
As we keep Tin in the 
thermal comfort zone



Just how important are building envelopes for energy use?

• 1999 study by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
– Residential Heating and Cooling Loads Component Analysis
– Air infiltration is the single greatest contributor to energy use in U.S. homes
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Just how important are building envelopes for energy use?

• 1999 study by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
– Residential Heating and Cooling Loads Component Analysis
– Infiltration particularly important for heating loads
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• A 2005 NIST study on the effect of infiltration on heating and 
cooling loads in commercial buildings:
– Buildings ranged in size from 1 to 45 floors, located all over the US

• 576 to 230000 m2 in floor space
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Infiltration in commercial buildings



• Results show that infiltration accounts for 33% of heating 
loads in commercial buildings, on average
– Huge! (and bigger than expected)

• Cooling load effects vary by climate and are smaller
– Infiltration actually accounted for a net negative cooling load of about 

3.3% on average
– Means that commercial buildings were probably dominated by 

internal loads and cold infiltrated air actually reduced the need for 
cooling
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Infiltration in commercial buildings



Airflows in enclosures

• For airflow to occur:
– There must be a flow path (opening)
– There must be an air pressure difference (driving force)

• Three primary mechanisms generate pressure differences 
(driving forces)
– Wind
– Stack effect (natural buoyancy)
– Mechanical air handling equipment
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Driving forces

Infiltration/exfiltration
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Ventilation



Infiltration and exfiltration

• Infiltration is the flow of outdoor air into a building 
through leaks, cracks, and other unintentional paths
– Typically unintentional

• Exfiltration is the flow of indoor air out of the building 
through those same paths

• Both mechanisms transport air and moisture 
– Affect heating and cooling loads of a building
– Also affect indoor air quality
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Basic fluid mechanics

• Consider mass of air flow into an enclosure element
– Must equal the mass of air flow out

• Although water vapor and heat energy can be gained or lost
– Treat air as incompressible ideal gas

• Bernoulli’s equation
• Relates velocity, pressure, and location
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Basic fluid mechanics: flow through a crack

• Given a crack, orifice, or opening in enclosure (channel flow)
– Assume no height difference (h1 = h2), constant density (ρ1 = ρ2), and 

that v1 is negligible (very far from the crack)

• Becomes:

• Rearranging:
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Basic fluid mechanics: flow through a crack

• Given a crack, orifice, or opening in enclosure (channel flow)
– Assume no height difference (h1 = h2), constant density (ρ1 = ρ2), and 

that v1 is negligible (very far from the crack)

– Velocity through crack can be expressed as:

where ΔP is the pressure difference across the opening
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v = 2ΔP
ρ



Basic fluid mechanics: flow through a crack

• Given an area, A, of the opening/crack/orifice, the airflow 

rate, Q, will be:

– But only under ideal conditions

– Measurements would deviate from this calculation

• Ignores losses due to friction and turbulence

• Enter: the discharge coefficient, Cd

– Accounts for fluid contraction and friction

– Typical Cd for sharp-edge orifice is 0.61
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Q = vA = A 2ΔP
ρ

Q =CdA
2ΔP
ρ



Basic fluid mechanics: laminar flow through porous media

• Laminar flow through a crack or porous medium can be 
described by Darcy’s equation
– Airflow related linearly to driving air pressure difference

• K is a proportionality constant (m/Pa-s)
• Also referred to as air permeance

– Used much in the same way as vapor permeance

– Remember that channel flow was just related to the square root of ΔP15

Q = KAΔP



Air permeance of materials

• The Straube book lists 
materials and their air 
permeance
– Data can be difficult to find
– Note that the values in this table 

should be multiplied by 10-6 to 
get actual value

– Example: 
• K for 200 mm of concrete brick 

is not 150 m/(Pa-s)
• K is actually 150 x 10-6 m/(Pa-s)

– Also: values of n near 1.0 show 
the approximately linear 
relationship between flow and 
pressure (will explore later)
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Basic fluid mechanics: flow through real cracks

• Two primary flow regimes in real building cracks:
1. Channel flow (mostly turbulent; Bernoulli)

• Fluid flow behavior is dominated by fluid inertia
– More chaotic behavior

• Airflow through larger openings and with higher ΔP

1. Porous media flow (laminar; Darcy)
• Fluid flow is dominated by viscosity of the fluid

– Streamline flow; no disruption between layers
• Airflow through smaller cracks and pores

– Under smaller pressure differences

• What do actual flows look like?
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Fluid mechanics: Actual flows in enclosures
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Fluid mechanics: Actual flows in enclosures

• In reality, air flows in building enclosures may include a 
mixture of laminar, turbulent, and transitional flows
Instead of flow through:
– Single cracks/openings/orifices (turbulent)
– Single materials with some air permeance (laminar)
Actual flows include: a number of series or parallel cracks, orifices, and 
permeable materials
– It is very difficult (impossible, really) to accurately determine the 

number, size, and location of cracks/orifices/leaks in a building 
envelope

• Impossible to specifically design for this as well

• We often rely on a general power law relationship between 
airflow and pressure difference
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Fluid mechanics: Actual flows in enclosures

• Power law relationship for any tested assembly
– Valid for single objects and/or entire enclosures

• C is a flow coefficient
– An empirical measure that accounts for opening area, 

the flow path, the flow regime, and frictional effects
– Strange units for C: m3/(s-Pan)

• n is a flow exponent
– Bounded by 0.5 (channel flow) and 1.0 (porous flow)
– Often equals ~0.65 in practice 

» Not fully grounded in theory – just tends to work!
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Fluid mechanics: Actual flows in enclosures

• Power law relationship for any tested assembly
– Valid for single objects and/or entire enclosures
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Q =CΔPn

Black 1950 Journal of Hygiene 48(1):44-51



Fluid mechanics: Actual flows in enclosures

• Power law relationship for any tested assembly
– Valid for single objects and/or entire enclosures

• C is a flow coefficient
– An empirical measure that accounts for opening area, 

the flow path, the flow regime, and frictional effects
– Strange units for C: m3/(s-Pan)

• n is a flow exponent
– Bounded by 0.5 (channel flow) and 1.0 (porous flow)
– Often equals ~0.65 in practice 

» Not fully grounded in theory – just tends to work!
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Q =CΔPn

How do we measure these values?



BLOWER DOOR TESTING
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Procedure for a blower door test

1. Install calibrated fan (i.e., “blower door”)

2. Use the fan to create artificial pressure difference between 
inside and outside

3. Measure flow at several inside-outside pressure 
differences

4. Find n and C, which help determine relationship between 
flow (Q) and pressure (ΔP)



Blower doors: theory of operation

• Used to measure air-tightness in buildings worldwide
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Blower doors: theory of operation
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• Record flow through blower door (and thus through 
leaks) at each measured I/O pressure difference



Blower door testing: James Brown
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Blower doors: theory of operation

• Perform test across a range of pressures and flows

• Develop relationship:

• To solve for C & n from measurements of Q and ΔP,
– Log transform equation:
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Q =CΔPn

lnQ = lnC + n lnΔP
Y   =     b  +  mx

Slope = n
Intercept = lnC, therefore C = eintercept



Blower door tests: Resulting parameters
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€ 

Q = CΔPn

Source: ASTM E 779 and ASHRAE Standard 119

Airflow
(m3 s-1) Leakage 

Coefficient
(m3 s-1 Pa-n)

I/O Pressure 
Difference

(Pa)

Leakage 
Exponent

(dimensionless)

Estimated Leakage Area (m2) Normalized Leakage, NL (dimensionless)

Air Changes per Hour @ 50 Pa (hr-1)



Blower door test standard: ASTM E 779
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• In ASTM E 779, the leakage rate, Q, is measured at several 
pressures from ~10 Pa to ~60 Pa in increments of 5-10 Pa
– Test is performed once during pressurization mode

• Air blowing into the building

– Then performed again in depressurization mode
• Air blowing out of the building

– Can do these during and after construction to verify design

Question:
Why would pressurization 
and depressurization tests 
yield different results in a 
single building?



CLASS ACTIVITY & ASSIGNMENT
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Class activity and assignment

• Divide into 2 teams
– Team 1 to measure envelope airtightness of the CAEE conference 

room (using blower door)
– Team 2 to measure envelope airtightness of the House of Pressure 

(using duct blaster)

• Teams switch locations and repeat

• Be sure to follow the assignment sheet on Blackboard, which 
has more instructions and deliverables articulated
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